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Eye of the storm genshin impact
It's a guide to the Eye of the Storm, the enemy appearing in Genshin Impact. Read on to find out the places where you can find eye storms as well as prey dropped when they win. Eye Storm Locations Qinyun Peak / Mt. Aozang, Liyue Increase Peak Qinyun Increase Mt.Aozang • Very susceptible to bow and catalyst users. • Melee
characters must wait until it dims to attack. As Eye of the Storms tends to hover out of reach of melee characters, it is very recomen for using a Catalyst or Bow user during combat. Catalyst and bow Normal attacks will automatically lock on the eye of the Storm core if you're close enough, so make sure not stray too far. When you first
come across the eye of the storm and through the fight it will create a wind vortext to pull you before crashing down. It's best to keep your distance or sprint once you see the red AoE Telegraph. After its accidents you will be able to shake at its core. When the Eye of the Storm closes and covers its core, there will be a short delay before it
generates tornadoes and charges. This attack can be evaded by sprinting out of the way. The eye of the storm will channel Anemo Energy before burying the area in the Anemo wall. You will take the damage over time if you drive up drafts that are generated in the whirlpool. However. during this attack, the storm's core eye is exposed
and will cancel the attack if struck for duration. Enemy drops are currently under investigation. If you have any information, feel free to let us know in the comments! List of enemies and enemy Walkthroughs thoughts on an article or post to go here. a: Stub articles, elite enemies, unique enemies Comments Share Description eye storm,
also known as troubled elementary, is an elite enemy found in Mondstadt and Leahy. He also appears in search of time and wind as the ultimate boss. World Level Artifacts 3 540 4,585 5,600 6,600 Abilities and Attacks For most of the attacks below, the core will be exposed within seconds of the boss using his attack. Use this opportunity
to harm the boss. In some cases, when his health falls below 20%, he will fall to the ground and stop all offensive retaliation against the player. This leaves him completely vulnerable to all attacks (bar Anemo elemental damage) before his defeat, and makes his effective health just 80% of what appears on the health panel. Vacuum
Crash: Creates a vacuum area wind effect that draws the player to the middle of the circle and then crashes hard in the center. After using this ability, it will expose its core for a while. Tornado: While in the air, the storm's eye charges for a while and then quickly forms a tornado that charges in a straight line. Domain of the wild wind: Flies
high, and starts on the Anemo Canal power to the ground, creating a wind wall it doesn't allow the player to move away. After a while it will cause a few pillars of wind that will chase the player and scatter stones everywhere. While ealing this ability, he will expose his core, a single punch while exposing will cause him to fall to the ground.
The strategy of The Archers and Castrators such as Fischl, Clee, Mona, Nigguan, Child and Lisa could allow the player to attack eye storms at range, safe from their attacks. Castors work particularly well, as some have an automatic goal. Dash when eye storm casting vacuum crashes or domain wild wind. This will allow you to exit the
range where the damage is applied. Dion's elemental attack, Icy Paws, both causes damage and creates a shield. She is also a Cyro archer, allowing her to safely cause damage. As with most enemies, Noel's elementary defense of the breastplate allows her or any other character to survive a typically murderous blow. The location of the
media files The location of the storm cannot be determined on the map because it is not in the Adventurer Handbook. Others Add a photo to this Gallery Article Stub Elite Enemies Unique Enemies Community Content is available in the CC-BY-SA section unless otherwise stated. Genshin Impact has a time and wind quest where players
have to beat the eye of the storm. This guide will show you how to defeat this monster. Eye Storm is one of the bosses available at Genshin Impact. This guide will help players find and defeat it during quest time and wind. Genshin Impact was an overnight success, making more than $100 million in the first two weeks after its release.
The game is free to play and players can invest their real money in the game for the opportunity to roll for the 5-star character. Despite the fact that this name has a whole adventure of the open world, which involves tons of basic missions, side quests and dungeons. Time and wind quest to pit players against the eye of the storm. Here's
how players can beat him. Keep scrolling to keep reading Click the button below to start this article in quick preview. Start now Players will be able to find an eye of the storm on an unmarked island east of Starsnath Rock. To reach it, players will need to either slide or create an ice bridge to reach the island. It is recommended to have a
fairly high stamina and jump off the bridge and use food to increase endurance in the air. Now that you're on the island, search the sun to get a hint. Once this is done, head to the beach to find some broken rocks. Smash them to find a torn laptop. Now change the time to 2 a.m. This part of the quest can only be done within 3 hours of
game time from 2am to 5am. Now, the player has to find four balls on the island. That's where players can find them. How to Beat eye storms in Genshin impact There are 4 balls for players to find on They can be found only when using elementary vision. That's where players can find them. Orb 1: Right behind sundialOrb 2: Located right
on the edge of the beach, floating on a small cliff. Orb 3: Located right on the edge of the beach, floating a little deeper in the water. The player will have to build an ice bridge to get close enough to destroy it. Orb 4: There will now be a gust of wind at the top of the pole and now the player must use his wind to break the seals. Here's how
players can beat Eye of the Storm. The best way to pull it off would be to use a character with a bow and arrow, then when he falls, attack him with fencing. Once he is defeated, he will flee. The wind will appear so follow it using currents. At the end there will be another solar with enemies to beat. From here, talk to Henry Morton and find
a Thick Ash at his campsite. Now, set the time from 2 a.m. to 5 a.m. again and three balloons will be around this new solar. Eliminate them to reset the eye of the storm and defeat it again and talk to Henry again to finish the search. Read more: Is Genshin Impact's Paimon The worst character (or best) Genshin Impact is now available on
PlayStation 4, PC and Mobile. Do Assassin's Creed Valhalla Solutions actually issues related topics Genshin's Game Guides Influence about author Sky Flores (1082 Articles published) More from Sky Flores Genshin Impact has a hidden side quest called Time and Wind. This tasks you with finding a number of wind balloons on an island
off the coast of Starsnatch Rocks. All this culminates with the boss's battle against the Eye of the Storm. This can be difficult if you are under-leveled and unprepared. There's quite a lot to do in that pursuit and a lot to prepare for. Below we outlined: Recommended composition of the party for this quest How to get to the island How to find
a torn laptop How to find every wind mug How to beat the eye of the storm Including the way of the raw First meeting Recommended party composition for this quest As far as we begin, I recommend bringing the Traveler (with the powers of Anemo) and Kayae , along with Lisa and Amber. There are some tough battles in time and wind
quest. Bosses in this quest range from level 35 to level 40, so make sure you're ready. Getting to the island to get to the island and start a time and wind quest, travel to the beach north of Starsnatch Rocks. The road east of Starfell Lake ends on the beach, so you can take that if you're driving from the west. The island itself is in the
middle of the sea, between Sierksnatch Rock and Stormbeyer Point. Swimming there takes a lot of stamina and you are more likely to run out of stamina before reaching the island. That's where Kaya comes in. Use freezing attack Kayae to reach the island Instead of swimming on the island, use a special attack to freeze Kayae icy bridge
up to It will take a few minutes for you to get there using this method, but at least you will get to the island safely. How to find a ragged laptop When you reach the island, you'll see a broken sunlight with a large stone arrow sticking out of it called Mutilated Carving. Interact with it and Paimon will say you need to look for clues. We will use
Mutilated Carvings as our benchmark for destinations. In front of the mutilated carving, go right and lower the toe. You will see a bunch of stones on the beach that can be smashed. Smash them and pick up the magazine under the rubble. How to find every wind of OrbNow, return to mutilated carving. To extend the time and wind quest,
you must find four wind balloons and activate them. To find wind balloons, the clock in the game must be from 2 .m to 5 .m. Pull up the menu in the game, go to the clock and go ahead to 2 .m. Wind balloons will appear in the appropriate places (which we cover below). If the wind balloons disappear, it means that 5 minutes have .m.
Paimon would comment on this if so. Just fast forward to 2 .m again so they reappear. You'll also need to use Elemental Sight to find trails leading to wind orbs. First Wind OrbTechnically, there are four wind balloons in time and wind quest, but the first Wind Orb doesn't exactly count as it seems to be part of the training challenge.
Regardless, we including him here to avoid confusion on the following Orbs.To get the first Wind Orb, follow the first spontaneous trail, and this will lead you to a half-man's year that has an inactive guard ruin in front of him. With your elementary spectacle, you can see the green handle on the stone. The ruin of the Guard will sit down and
attack you. This is one level 35, so keep your distance and use amber to tend to your eyes and you should be able to take it off without much trouble. After defeating the Ruins of the Guard, go for the wind ocrab. Use a special anemo traveler force attack on orb and it is activated. The second wind orbFace mutilated the carving, and look
after it. The second WInd Orb is right behind the ravaged carving on a thin structure. Slip to him. Third wind OrbFacing mutilated carvings, go right and you should see a third wind orb in the water, just ahead of some wreckage. Reach this wind orb just as you reached the island first. Use Kaya's special freezing attack to make an ice
bridge to the windshield. Then go to Traveler and activate it. The fourth wind of OrbFacing mutilated carvings (with the point arrow approaching you), the fourth wind orb will be on the right, on top of a high pole. Climb a pole to find it. Fighting the eye of the storm After raising the fourth wind orb, the middle of the region will glow. Use
elementary spectacle to find the eye of the storm, and Special traveler attack to start a boss fight. At level 35, a meeting can be hard though I was able to complete it as a level 20 character. So don't worry if you're under-aligned. Eye storm attackThis boss is the most common attack spin/charge combo and land crash. Both attacks are
easy to avoid if you dodge them at the right moment. The eye of the storm will also block a circular section of the area with a wind wall trapping you inside. Powerful gusts of wind walls will hurt if they hit you, and they are hard to avoid. You can cut this attack short by using Amber to shoot the eye of the storm, immobilizing it within
minutes. The wind wall attack doesn't seem to have hit you on higher ground, relative to the Eye of the Storm. So if it's near the ground, you can climb a pole to avoid hitting gusts on the ground. Eye storm cheese strategyWhy you're really having trouble eyeing the storm, you can cheese the boss by stroking back and forth behind a pillar.
I used a pole opposite the one we climbed to get the wind musboo (if you encountered ravaged carvings, it's the one on the left). Use Lisa, and stand behind the pillar. Lisa's lightning attack runs through a pillar and can hit the Eye of the Storm, as seen in the picture above. In addition, the pole completely stops the Eye of the Storm's
charging attack from reaching you. If the Eye of the Storm comes around the corner, just run to the other side of the pole. Thousands of winds of the temple After victory over the Eye of the Bury, the middle will open. You need to slide up and through the rings. Eventually, you will reach thousands of temple winds where you have to
activate four more wind balloons to progress. Unlike the first four, however, these wind balloons are next to each other and easy to find. Again beat the eye of the storm After activating four wind balloons in the Temple Of a Thousand Winds, the eye of the storm will reappear. This time around, it's level 40 and much tougher as there's also
Ameno Slime and Ameno Hillichurs to contend with. collect Ameno Slimes and Ameno Hilichurls If you're under-level here, I suggest running and leaving the area to have aggreo enemies reset. Take a look and collect the slime and hilicurls one by one. Eye storms shouldn't notice you if you don't get very close to it. Taking care of the
smaller enemies, it is time to take over the Eye of the Storm again. Solo.Fight The Eye of the Storm soloUnfortunately, there's no pillar to use the cheese strategy again, so you'll need to eye the storm fairly. It's good that the area is bigger than the island, so you have a lot more room to dodge. The Eye of the Storm wind wall attack is
making a comeback, but you can climb the corners of the ruins to get to higher ground and avoid flash gusts. As before, you can switch to amber and fire in the eye of the storm and cut its attack short. After the victory over storm, talk to a man nearby named Henry Morton to complete the search for time and wind. For more Genshin
Impact tips, you can take a look at our growing list of guides here, which includes Valberry locations, how to find Noctilucous Jade, and all the elemental Genshin Impact combos. Combo.
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